Abbreviations

1) AG = Antonic Gramsci by Steve Jones.
2) BA = The Bachelor of Arts by R.K. Narayan
3) Begin. = Beginning
4) BT = Beginning Theory by Peter Bery
5) BT = Beginning Theory: An Introduction to Literary and Cultured Theory by Peter Berry
6) ch. = Chapter
7) CLC = Classical Literary Criticism
8) CSS = Can the Subaltern speak? by Gayatri Spivak
9) ET = The English Teacher by R.K. Narayan
10) ed. = Editor
11) Forw. = Forword
13) Intro = Introduction.
14) ILI = iloveindia.com
15) JEL = Indian English Literature: A Perspective a book by Elena Kalinnikova.
16) MEM = Man Eater of Malgudi by R.K. Narayan
19) POE = Principle of Organic Evolution by T.S. Gopalkrishna and others
20) pt. = Part
21) SS1 = Subaltern Studies I: Writings on South Asian History and Society edited by Ranajit Guha.
22) Sampt = Mr. Sampat by R.K. Narayan
23) SF = Swami and Friends.


26) SSVIII = *Subaltern Studies VIII: Essays in Honour of Ranajit Guha* by David Arnold and David Hardiman.

27) STS = Gayatri Spivak’s Theory of Subalternity.

28) TCNL = *Theory classes Nations Literature* by Aijaz Ahmad

29) TCNL = *Theory classes Nations Literature* by Aijaj Ahemad

30) TFM = *A Tiger for Malgudi* by R.K.Narayan

31) VS = *The Vendor of Sweets* by R.K.Narayan

32) WM = *Waiting for the Mahatma* by R.K.Narayan

33) WN = *The World of Nagaraj* by R.K.Narayan